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[I enjoyed the] ability to

interact with people 

outside of my specific

major, and make great

connections that will

provide my start at 

Ithaca with much more

security and confidence!

- IC Student '23 



FEEDBACK
COLLECTED

The Office of New Student and Transition Programs has gathered feedback from the campus community through

a mix of qualitative and quantitative data collection in order to assess the 2019 Fall Orientation program. This

feedback collection includes; debrief meetings (with key stakeholders and the August Orientation Planning

Committee - AOPC), comment cards (collected from families and guests), open forums (for Orientation Staff), a

Qualtrics form (open to faculty, staff, and students), as well as a Skyfactor assessment survey (for all incoming

students). For further breakdown, see Appendix A).

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Creating engaging, and experiential learning opportunities that encourage student participation 

Sharing timely and instructional information with students/families at key communication points that is

simultaneously encouraging and stirring

Introducing students to the broader Ithaca community through service, civic engagement, and

exploration 

Focusing on the personal and social transition of students with emphasis on a need for deep

connection points

Launching an orientation program that is innovative and well-benchmarked, while honoring

beloved traditions

Balanced Schedule: Balancing a schedule that allows student to learn, engage, reflect, and re-energize

Academic Transition:  Preparing students to be engaged learners, readied for academic success

Class Cohort: Founding class cohort through tradition and connection 

Family Program: Committing to a high-caliber, family & friends orientation program that informs, reassures,

and establishes key partnerships 

Specific Populations: Intentional scheduling that allows students who hold multiple identities to participate

in and celebrate all aspects of themselves 

 

Additionally:
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Late Night with

Towers Marketplace

~500 Students

Food Trucks

~1000 Students

Neon Night

+700 Students

Club Glow

+700 Students

Neighborhood Events

~300 - 500 Students

Silent Disco

+300 Students

attendance taken at events

Over the seven days of evening programming, we found success in providing engaging spaces for students

to connect with their peers as well as keeping students from risky behaviors, such as drinking or smoking. As

identified through the college’s case log, in 2018 (within the dates of Fall Welcome) the college had sixteen

incidents related to alcohol and other drugs while in 2019 (within the dates of Fall Orientation) the college

had nine incidents, only four of which occurred within the first-year residence halls. Three of those four

incidents occurred within the last two days of the program (8/26 and 8/27).

 

Most evenings we saw between 400 and 1000 people at a single event; Silent Disco with Religious and

Spiritual Life (~300), Neighborhood Events with Residence Life (~300-500), Late Night at Towers

Marketplace (~500), Club Glow with Orientation Staff (~700), Neon Night with the Recreational Services

(~700), Food Trucks with Orientation Staff (~1000). While we had great success at the events highlighted

above, we did receive feedback from orientation student-staff and event planners that there were too many

options each night and that some programs suffered in their attendance (less than 10 people). With this

information in mind, we are proposing three, consolidated and high-quality evening program options

per evening in order to continue to highlight a range of choices without overwhelming students with

options. 

evening programming
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Overall, we received overwhelming feedback from new students, student-staff, and faculty that the

common academic experience should not have occurred in evening hours or over competing events.

Students shared that “it just made me miss the event I was most excited for” and that “events like that

[should] be set up during the day as a small group activity, [because] you might get better attendance

& more cooperation.” Within the campus Qualtrics survey, some expressed a desire for greater

communication with faculty and staff” and “[notification] about screenings and ways to be more

involved and engaged.” Our office will continue involvement through the CAE committee and work

together to determine the best place in the schedule given this feedback and in consideration of any

changes within the CAE.

common academic experience
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Still, data and direct and anecdotal evidence—including conversations with incoming students, who made their desire

for direct advising on campus in August abundantly clear—enables us to identity five main areas of concern from this first

round. As a result, these are the points where we will make large-scale adjustment for next year: 

1. Delay slightly the start date for registering for classes to align better with high school schedules, and allow

administrative offices more time to deal with current/returning student issues.

2. Simplify the modules: reduce the number of steps and seek actively to avoid information overload.

3. Coordinate outreach and connect webpages to communication campaign. 

4. Adjust and strengthen Fall Orientation advising in light of the AY 20-21 Monday start. Our experiences

reinforced our understanding that advising for different academic programs varies dramatically. One size and

series of contact points does not fit all.

5. Review process for transfer students to support, and provide those who require or want more support with

access to some of the outreach provided to first-year students, with differentiation for those (often non-traditional)

students, who wish a more streamlined process.

 

Academic Affairs has already taken action toward addressing items 1, 4 and 5. Work on the final items will be

implemented shortly. Item 2, Simplifying the Modules, would benefit from a dedicated instructional designer to help us

improve the online systems—both the individual modules and the overall flow among them. In addition to these broad-

level changes, individual schools and programs will continue to adjust their processes and outreach to solve specific

problems, and to create a stronger sense of ‘yield-to-classes’ flow that will hopefully increase each individual student’s

sense of belonging to and being a part of Ithaca College before they arrive on campus in August.



founding class cohort through tradition and connection .

A major factor in moving to a fall orientation was to promote a sense of class cohort. There were a few

questions on the Skyfactor new-student survey that gives some insight into this goal. While we do not have

numbers to benchmark against, we are excited to share these students’ responses; 80.2% expressed that

orientation increased their knowledge of campus traditions, 85.3% expressed that orientation increased their

knowledge of campus culture, and 85.7% felt that they engaged in meaningful interactions with new

students. For more data, see Appendix C. In the remainder of this section, we highlight two programs

meant to help build cohort.

COHORT BUILDING
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highlight for me

was seeing the

mentor video and

hearing the

leader’s personal

introductions

- IC Family Member
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